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Abstract

quence of words represented by the model M, other words in
such an utterance may be also recognized in error.
In communication, the unexpected items (words) carry
more information than the expected ones [5]. Thus, misrecognizing the unexpected out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words is one of
the most serious problems of the current ASR.

Over the years, sophisticated techniques for utilizing the prior
knowledge in the form of text-derived language model and in
pronunciation lexicon evolved. However, their use has an undesirable effect: unexpected lexical items (words) in the phrase
are replaced by acoustically acceptable in-vocabulary items [1].
This is the major source of error since the replacement often introduces additional errors [2, 3]. Improving the machine ability
to handle these unexpected words would considerably increase
the utility of speech recognition technology.
Index Terms: out-of-vocabulary words, conﬁdence measures,
out-of-context phone posterior, in-context phone posterior, posteriors comparison

1.2. The context in human speech recognition
No doubt that what we believe we hear is heavily inﬂuenced
by what we expect to hear. Thus in human speech recognition,
just as in the ASR, the context of the message that limits the
number of possible alternative words, which could occur in a
given part of the message in speech, is an important element
that contributes to the decoding of the message.
However, the similarity between human and machine
recognition of speech ends here. As pointed out by Allen [6],
a possible model that accounts reasonably well for the effect of
the context in human recognition of words and speech sounds
has been proposed by Boothroyd and Nittrouer [7] who show
on human recognition data that the probability of correct recognition of the words in context pW relates to probabilities of the
correct recognition of words without context pN trough

1. Introduction
1.1. Machine speech recognition
The speech signal X is assumed to be produced by a model M .
The probability p(M |X) that the model M produced the data
X is proportional to
p(M |X) ∼ p(X|M ) · p(M )

(1)

pW = 1 − (1 − pN ) · (1 − pC )

where p(X|M ) represents so called acoustic likelihood that
indicated how likely is the data X given the model M (this likelihood can be derived from training acoustic data) and p(M )
indicates a prior probability of the model M . Efﬁcient use
of p(M ) is essential. Without its use, almost an order-ofmagnitude increase in word errors has been observed [4].
In the current continuous recognition of speech, just as in
the human speech recognition, the individual words are recognized in context of other words. The model M typically represents a sequence of words that are then represented by a sequences of phoneme models. Thus, the words are not recognized one-by-one as they come but the decision about the best
matching string of words is delayed until the last element of the
recognized phrase is processed. This principle of the delayed
decision is one of the most powerful principles of the HMMbased ASR.
The prior probability of the model P (M ) is given by a
product of prior probabilities of the individual words in the
model (typically derived from large amounts of text data), together with an expected lexicon that lists the words that are to
be recognized. When the word is not in the lexicon, it’s prior
probability is zero and the prior probability of any model M
that would contain such a word is also zero. Thus, the out-ofvocabulary (OOV) word that is not in the lexicon can never be
recognized and is in recognition replaced by another acoustically similar word or a sequence of shorter words. Quite likely,
due to the global match of the whole utterance X with the se-

(2)

where pC indicates the contribution of the probability due
to the context channel. This model is different from (1) and implies that error from the acoustic channel and the context channel multiply, i.e. the context contributes an independent parallel
channel of information, which contributes to the decoding of the
message in addition to the sensory (acoustic) channel.
The parallel architecture of the model is intuitively appealing. It implies that it is not necessary for the both channels to
be correct. When either of the channels, the acoustic one or
the context one, is providing the correct evidence, the system
makes the correct decision. Further, Allen also discusses some
relevant physiological data of van Petten et al. [8], which indicate that the human cognitive system provides instantaneous
response when encountering the incongruous word, thus further
supporting the parallel character of both the sensory and the
context channels. More recent work [9] shows that similar but
even stronger reaction is observed for non-words.

2. An engineering system for discovery of
unexpected words
When a human listener encounters a clearly pronounced and
uncorrupted unknown word, she is typically immediately aware
of its novelty and can choose an appropriate action. It would
be very desirable if a machine could that too. This problem is
well recognized and efforts to address it are ongoing (see e.g.
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Figure 1: General scheme of discovery and dealing with unexpected low prior probability stimuli.

Figure 2: Discovery of out-of-vocabulary words using hybrid
HMM/ANN ASR system, in which the ’out-of-context’ posterior probabilities estimated by the ANN are used in combination
with the model constraints to derive the ‘in-context’ posteriors

[3] for a review). Many of these techniques [10, 13, 14, 15]
are based on segmenting the utterance into phones and words
and evaluating a likelihood or posterior based measure for the
hypothesized word inside the detected segments.

2.1. Out-of-context posteriors

We approach this problem following the general strategy
illustrated in Fig. 1. This strategy of comparing results in different processing streams is conceptually similar to earlier work
[2] that proposes use of variable weighting γ in (1), where signiﬁcant changes in the ﬁnal best match with changes in the γ
may indicate presence of an OOV word.

Our scheme assumes the existence of the processing stream
that could reliably describe the out-of-context posteriors with
a minimal use of the prior knowledge. For this we apply our
recently developed MRASTA technique [16] that employs multiple multi-resolution projection of relatively long segments of
the auditory-like time-frequency plane.

The similarity is in the assumption of the existence of several parallel processing streams with different levels of topdown inﬂuence, all triggered by the input sensory data, while
the difference is that in our case one stream employs the prior
knowledge fully and estimates what we call in-context posterior probabilities of speech sounds, and the other stream uses
only the sensory data in estimating the out-of-context posteriors. Further, rather than comparing ﬁnal results of the search
in the ad hoc fashion as in [2], we compare frame-by-frame
phoneme posterior estimates using relative entropy (KL divergence) measure.

2.2. In-context posteriors
The out-of-context posteriors are used in a search for the most
likely Hidden Markov Model (HMM) sequence that could have
produced the given speech phrase. As well known, for any given
instant of the message, the HMM can also yield estimates of
posterior probabilities of the hypothesized phonemes [10, 11]
using the Baum-Welch estimation procedure. As shown later,
the Viterbi approximate estimates can also be used.

The technique is especially simple to apply in systems that
already use ANN estimated posteriors, as in the HMM/ANN
hybrid ASR [12] or in TANDEM-based systems [18]. Its use in
conjunction with the HMM/ANN hybrid ASR is illustrated in
Fig. 2. Comparisons of posterior probabilities of phonemes for
each individual speech frame (i.e. in equally spaced intervals of
10 ms) are utilized to identify the unexpected words.

2.3. Comparing in-context and out-of-context posteriors
To detect unexpected words, the difference between the two
channels is evaluated. A large difference may indicate the unexpected word. In this work, we use Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to evaluate the difference between the two vectors of
posteriors. The frame level KL divergence as a function of time
is then smoothed by a moving average ﬁlter to emphasize wordlevel mismatch between two posterior streams. An unexpected
word is indicated by smoothed KL divergence being above the
pre-set threshold.

The upper path from the Fig. 1 (estimating the in-context
posteriors) represents the conventional HMM/ANN hybrid recognizer and provides in-context phoneme posteriors derived
with the use of the prior constraints such as the knowledge of
the expected lexicon and prior word probabilities provided by
the applied language model. The lower path from the Fig. 1
that estimates the out-of-context posteriors is represented by the
ANN-based classiﬁer, trained to estimate posterior probabilities
of context-independent phoneme classes [12].

3. An example
An example adopted from [19] is shown in Fig. 3. The utterance
contains ’ﬁve three zero’, where the word ’three’ represents
an unexpected word, not present in the vocabulary. The upper
part shows the in-context posteriors, the middle part the out-ofcontext posteriors, and the lower part shows the smoothed KL
divergence between the two. As it can be seen, there is a region
with major divergence corresponding to the word ’three’ (which
is marked roughly by dashed lines). An inconsistency between
these two information streams, reﬂected in the increase in the
KL divergence, could indicate an unexpected out-of-vocabulary
word.

Comparison of in-context posteriors and out-of-context
posteriors provides an indication of the effect of the context.
The comparison is done based on measuring Kullback-Leibler
(KL) divergence between the two sets of estimates of posterior
probabilities. When encountering an unexpected word, the incontext posteriors signiﬁcantly deviate from the out-of-context
posteriors because the unexpected word is not supported by the
prior knowledge.
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Figure 3: Posterior probabilities (posteriograms) of phonemes
estimated by an HMM-based system (the upper part of the Figure), and by ANN (the middle part of the Figure). KL divergence
between the two estimates is shown smoothed by 100 ms square
time window as a function of time in the lower part of the ﬁgure.
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Figure 4: Receiver operating curves (ROC curves) for our
conﬁdence measurement approach and conventional methods
(phone-based and frame-based NPCM). The y axis is showing
the percentage of true alarms and the x axis is showing the percentage of false alarms. Our approach shows a signiﬁcantly
better trade off (larger area under the ROC curve).

4. Experiments and results
In this section, we report the initial results in detecting unexpected words. In the ﬁrst set of experiments, we have used the
OGI digits database [17]. The digits contain only 29 contextindependent phones (monophones). We have introduced each
of the words individually as an unexpected word by removing it
from the vocabulary.
There are 2169 utterances in the test set and 2547 utterances
in the training set. Prior probabilities of the occurrence of digits
are all equal and the prior knowledge is in this case represented
by a lexicon that contains 10 digits, with the remaining 11th
digit representing the OOV word. All digits took their turn to
represent the OOV word.
The frame-by-frame KL divergence trajectory is smoothed
by a moving average ﬁlter with the length of 10 frames. The
smoothed divergence measures are used as conﬁdence measures
and compared with a threshold to make a decision on detecting
the unexpected word.
Comparison with two other conventional posterior based
conﬁdence measures [10, 15], that were proposed for use in
conjunction with the MLP-estimated posteriors (Normalized
Posterior based Conﬁdence Measure, NPCM) and are based (as
also many similar ones [13, 14]) on evaluating ANN-derived
posterior estimates inside the detected phoneme segments for
the hypothesized word, is illustrated in Fig. 4. This Figure
shows the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves obtained by our method and by the conventional posterior based
methods. Our approach shows a noticeably larger area under
the ROC curve (better trade off between true and false alarms).
Finally, Fig. 4 also shows what happens when the BaumWelch posterior probability estimates are replaced by the computationally much less expensive Viterbi approximation. Then
the posterior estimates degenerate to one for the phoneme class
on the best path and zero for all other phoneme classes, but
the rest of the procedure remains unchanged. As evident, the
Viterbi approximation is in this case almost equally effective.
Since the Viterbi back-tracking alignment can be obtained during the recognition at almost no additional cost, this may turn
into a major advantage for the applications of the proposed technique.

5. Discussion and conclusion
A new technique for discovery of unexpected out-of-vocabulary
words, which is based on comparison of two phoneme posterior
streams derived from the identical acoustic evidence while using two different sets of prior constraints, and which does not
require any segment boundary decisions, has been proposed and
evaluated on a small vocabulary task, where it leads to better
performance than some earlier reported posterior based conﬁdence measures.
In this technique, the out-of-context phone posteriors are
estimated by an MLP. The phone posteriors in the context channel are estimated using an HMM that employs prior contextual
knowledge. This HMM layer uses the MLP estimate out-ofcontext posteriors as the state emission probabilities. The posterior estimates in the two channels are compared by evaluating
the KL divergence at each frame. The frame-by-frame divergence track is then smoothed and compared with a threshold to
decide if there is an unexpected word.
5.1. Towards larger vocabularies
The digit recognition reported above used context-independent
phoneme classes and single state phoneme HMM models.
Therefore, obtaining the in-context posteriors was straightforward. A Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech ASR (LVCSR)
yields a set of additional challenges. However, we see no conceptual problem with applications of our technique in LVCSR.
First, the LVCSR typically employs context-dependent
phoneme classes and multi-state phoneme models. This can
be dealt with since the context-dependent phonemes could be
mapped on the context-independent ones, the multi-state models can be merged into one-state, and the respective posteriors
summed.
Further, the Baum-Welch estimation of in-context posterior probabilities of phonemes γ(i, t) requires going through
all possible paths into and out-from the current phoneme state.
This operation can quickly grow in difﬁculty with increase of
the anticipated lexicon.
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One way of approaching this problem could be in breaking
the process into two steps. In the ﬁrst step, the full recognition
of the utterance is carried out, yielding the K-best word lattice.
In the second step the vocabulary for the OOV detection could
be limited to only those words that appear in a K-best word
lattice from the ﬁrst step. This is carried out individually for
each utterance in the test.
When dealing with the OOV word, the ﬁrst ASR step obviously yields a number of erroneous hypothesis. However, the
assumption is that all correct within-vocabulary words that appear in the tested utterance would appear in the K-best paths of
the word lattice. In this way, a large vocabulary task encountered in the ﬁrst step can be turned into a smaller-vocabulary
utterance-speciﬁc problem for the OOV detection search.
Additionally, it appears that the Viterbi approximation can
be applied for the estimation of the in-context posteriors. If this
would be the case, the estimation of both the in-context and the
out-of-context posteriors in the posterior-based ASR could be
trivial. This assumption still remains to be fully tested for more
difﬁcult tasks than the digit task reported here but our initial
experiments with LVCSR, though not reported here, are so far
positive.
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5.2. Several additional thoughts
When the unexpected OOV word is detected, an attempt may
be made to describe the word in terms of its acoustic elements
(phonemes). Such a phonetic description could then be used for
updating the lexicon of the available models. This could lead to
an ASR system that would be able to improve its performance
as being used over time, i.e. to learn.
The inconsistency between in-context and out-of-context
probability streams does not only have to indicate the presence
of unexpected lexical items but can also indicate any other inadequacy of the model that could possibly be alleviated.
A large divergence could also result from corrupted input
data when the in-context probability estimation using the prior
knowledge could yield more reliable estimate than the unconstrained out-of-context stream. Providing and using a measure
of conﬁdence in the estimates from the two individual information streams would allow for a disambiguation. Such a conﬁdence measure is a topic of our current research interest.
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